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SMS Behavior of Flemish Juveniles:

  Cell Phone Usage as an Instrument of Social Bonding and Peer Group

Prestige

The object of this investigation is the ever increasing import of cell phone usage in teenage peer groups. SMS in

particular has become a frequently used way of conveying messages between peers. Most often these messages

are of a similar nature as paper notes being passed in classrooms. The particular sociolect that is being used

presumably influences their everyday language. Therefore, my thesis is that the impact of extensive incorporation

of SMS in everyday communication can indirectly influence cognitive and linguistic mental structures of habitual

users. The explicit application of erratic language may be the result of the inherent teenage need to revolt against

the establishment. Nevertheless, in my opinion the excessive use of SMS, only serves to facilitate this evolution. I

have decided to work towards an emic approach. Direct interaction with both juveniles and their language

teachers will be the main source of information. With the anthropological perspective in mind, I refrained from

the use of lengthy questionnaires, since students tend not to take them seriously. Furthermore an approach based

on direct interaction makes it easier to distinguish jest and irony. An assessment of the impact the network

operators commercial campaigns have on teenagers will be an important step in the investigation, since these

campaigns tend to target juveniles rather directly.  The influence of cell phones on the everyday behaviour of

teenagers has increased considerably over the last few years. As the implementation of cell phones and SMS

becomes more and more natural amongst youngsters, the consequences will inevitably catch up with them. Their

everyday speech will in all probability show even more signs of SMS-contagion than it already does. Fragmented

and erratic language will become a socially accepted and even commonplace mode of communication, an

evolution already clearly noticeable. [Cell-phone, sms, juveniles, communication, anthropology]

The object of this investigation is the ever

increasing importance of cell phone usage in

teenage peer groups. SMS in particular has become

a frequently used way of conveying messages

between peers. Most often these messages are of a

similar nature as paper notes being passed on in

classrooms. It has been clearly noticeable how sms

has become an integral part of juvenile social

interaction. A constant pressure to interact with

each other, regardless of content, gives the peer

group an even wider area of effect. One has to be

constantly available by means of the cell phone and

failure to do so will be criticized by the peer group.

A certain element of reciprocity is also present,

since each message sent, regardless of

meaningfulness, is expected to get a reply of some

sort.

  Direct interaction with both juveniles and language

teachers will be the main source of information.

With the anthropological perspective in mind, I

refrained from the use of lengthy questionnaires,

since teenagers tend not to take them seriously.

Furthermore an approach based on direct interaction

makes it easier to distinguish jest and irony. An

assessment of the way the network operators’

commercial campaigns are directed at teenagers will

be an important step in this research.

  The influence of cell phones on the everyday

behaviour of teenagers has increased considerably

over the last few years. As the implementation of

cell phones and sms becomes more and more

natural amongst youngsters, the consequences might

very well catch up with them. Fragmented and

erratic language could very well become a socially

accepted and even commonplace mode of written

communication, an evolution already clearly

noticeable. Network operators even encourage the

application of the typical sms slang, stressing the

absolute freedom of speech. Needless to say this

freedom of speech is everything but free, a problem

with which young people are confronted every time

their credit runs out.

Introduction
  When you happen to casually walk in a random

Flemish city by the time secondary school is out,

you almost inevitably get confronted with one of the

most noteworthy social evolutions of the past few

years. I am referring to the ever increasing number

of schoolchildren, overburdened like mules by their

much too large and heavy schoolbags, who casually

hold out their cell phones while playing with ring
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tunes and sending short text messages to each other.

This phenomenon seems to be occurring at an

earlier age as time goes by. At the introduction of

cell phones to the larger public, only those with a

professional responsibility or those with the

financial means to do so could afford a GSM. As

cell phones became cheaper and cheaper, a wider

public started to buy one. Still they were closely

associated with the high prestige of the first wave of

GSM owners, like businessmen and physicians. At

first, the younger wage earning people seemed to

get into cell phones, putting the device in a visible

place on their belt, and making loud phone calls

whenever there was a public to behold the grandeur

of their status. Before cell phones became so

commonplace, owning and using one could give a

person an aura of importance and success. Still, at

that time cell phones were quite expensive. As the

prices dropped and cell phones got more

commonplace amongst adults, young people started

to pick up this behaviour. Operators very quickly

realized the potential of this new market segment

and started to issue special offers for young

customers. At first amongst adolescents an

increasing number of cell phone users emerged. At

this time sms was already widely spread and

commonplace because originally sms was a free

service, due to a loophole in the system; this made it

very popular with youngsters, although it was

originally intended to be a tool for businessmen.

Operators never expected sms would become so

popular since it is by far one of the most primitive

ways of modern telecommunication. The keypad of

the phone does not allow comfortable typing, the

display is rather small and the maximum length of a

message is merely 160 characters. The original

success of sms is easily explained by the fact that it

was a free service, but its popularity only increased,

even after operators started charging for it. The

main users of sms are teenagers, although my

research indicated the starting age is dropping

gradually. The success of cell phones and sms

amongst teenagers took the industry by surprise, but

recent advertisement indicates clearly the operators

now directly target them as a major consumer-

group. Before we get to this however, I would like

to discuss the way sms has been integrated in the

everyday life of teenagers. By doing so I wish to

indicate the way cell phones have become an

inseparable and integral part of their lives. An

extension of their social skills, used for things as

peer pressure and peer control, but also to gain

prestige or to facilitate the process of courting and

flirting.

Always and everywhere?
  SMS is used extensively by schoolchildren;

research indicated a monthly cost of 25 euro to be

common. ASO students displayed more self-control

in this regard than TSO and BSO students. It seems

that a lower educational level aggravates the social

integration and dependence on cell phones. This is

however not a status quo at all, since interviews

with teaching staff and parents of ASO students,

revealed an increase in the social pressure on ASO

students to purchase a cell phone. The divide

between those that have, and those that have not,

does seem to be more pronounced in the lower

educational levels, but exceptions are not unheard

of. Special reference is to be made to students of

more mechanical fields of study. They display a

much lower interest in cell phones, most likely

because they use their finances to purchase

motorcycles, scooters or similar mechanical

devices. In their case, priorities seem to be

somewhat different. Still, most of them do own a

cell phone, but usage is much more limited.

  Teenagers engage in sms communication at the

most diverse moments. They use them in school,

although prohibited, on parties, when visiting

relatives and these are just incidents I myself

witnessed. Many put the device beside their bed,

take it with them wherever they go, and only turn it

off on rare occasions like cinema or funeral services

(1). While performing my research I got to know a

few of my informants quite well, and thus they

expected me to be available on my cell phone. Most

often I was, against my habit, for the sake of

research results. However, I have a deep love for

nature and enjoy long and quiet walks in the wood.

I considered the forest to be a place where cell

phones were not supposed to be taken to. Some of

my informants tried to reach me at such times and

reacted astonished when I later proclaimed I did not

want to take my cell phone with me in the forest.

Their reaction led me to believe they would indeed

take their cell phones with them, even when going

out to hunt wild ducks in swampy woodlands, as a

matter of speaking. This led me to the local youth

movements. When I met with the chief leader of the

local Christian youth movement, chiro, he told me

the pressure of cell phones was present, but still not

excessively at the surface. A ban on cell phone

usage during activities and close monitoring of the

leaders make it somewhat more difficult for kids to

use a phone. Not all groups have such control over

their members, certain groups had the greatest of

trouble to control the use of cell phones during

group activities, others simply did not seem to

mind. According to an article published in a

magazine for teachers, teenagers who send a lot of

messages are less likely to become addicted to

tobacco. The author concluded that sms was an

alternative way to revolt against adults. Personally I

believe another very important reason for this has

been overlooked: the costs of both smoking and
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sending a lot of messages are too high for most

teenagers to combine.

The extended peer group
  Within the peer group a very vivid communication

is maintained, allowing peers to inquire and exert

pressure at the most unlikely moments. Entire

conversations are being held by sms. This strange

habit has evolved out of an expected reciprocity of

communication: the confirmation of being readily

available and willing to show interest in someone by

returning a sms to the person. In a way many of the

same procedures and codes used at IRC are being

used. Not only the emoticons (2), but even the slang

used there, are being used in sms as well. Many

teenagers seem to enjoy having entire conversations

by sms, given the fact sms is by far the most

primitive way of communicating with a cell phone,

this is quite remarkable. A single phone call would

enable them to have the same conversation with

greater ease and at the same or even lower cost. Still

they seem to prefer sms. During my fieldwork I

have observed young people in many different

environments. I have talked to kids and observed

their sms behaviour in schools, youth movements,

parties and just about anywhere else I could observe

them.

  What struck me was the clear relation between the

intensity of sms transmissions and ‘real-life’ social

skills. Kids who are very likely to be bullied, like

corpulent kids or those with a speech impediment,

most often display a greater rate of transmission.

They seem to have the highest phone costs and try

even harder to get their hands on a newer GSM.

After a few informal interviews it turned out that the

correlation between cell phone usage and social

standing was pretty well known amongst teenagers,

and even actively encouraged. From one interview I

actually got the information that owning an

expensive cell phone was a way for unpopular

teenagers to gain status and to become accepted by

the group. So, for some the situation seems to be:

either get one, or get out.

  I have taken some extra time to investigate those

who actually did not own a cell phone in an

environment which did encourage doing so. It was

remarkable how some seemed to actively resist

wanting a cell phone, clearly stating they did not

need one. Often they were the introvert element of a

peer group, but they were not bullied or cast aside.

They did give the impression of having a strong

personality, which has always been good anti-bully

defence. But even those capable of preventing

bullying or ostracism do not escape the constant

peer pressure to comply with the standard. They are

frowned upon and clearly their peers do not

understand their motivations, frowning and calling

them “weird”. Others whom did not own a cell

phone clearly suffered from their lack of wireless

communication. Most often those children are

unable or prohibited by parents to purchase a cell

phone. On one occasion a girl even stole an

expensive new cell phone of one of her

schoolmates. This moment of my research was very

interesting since it allowed me to witness the

teaching staff and student community in a form of

social drama, as put by Victor Turner. Students all

had to stay late the evening of the theft, finally

being allowed to go home. A few days later, I got

the opportunity to witness how teaching staff caught

the thief and how her punishment was being decided

upon. They decided to expel the recalcitrant

student, since this theft was not her first violation.

  The incident caught my attention and I decided to

investigate further. I talked to one of the few friends

she had in school, where I heard that she came from

a very difficult domestic situation. She was of North

African descent, and had a very strict father. I was

told the girl constantly tried to act tough, tried to

impress others and to build a reputation. She had

difficulties in making contact with others, and only

had a very few remote friends in school. And even

with the few friends she had, relations were all but

warm and cordial. Her numerous violations of

school regulations in the past have to be seen in this

context of image building. In part the theft of the

cell phone is similar but with an extra dimension.

Clearly she could not brag with the phone in school,

but she could brag with friends she had outside of

school. It was no accident she stole a brand new cell

phone, well beyond her own financial means. Her

friend informed me she would probably use it to

gain prestige with her other friends. On top of the

issues presented, she was a BSO student, which

supports the general perception of more pronounced

cell phone fetishism in the lower educational levels.

Love without wires
  Another remarkable application and purpose of

sms is to be found in the fact it is being used as a

very important instrument to overcome the

uncertainty teenagers usually feel when they want to

confront someone with romantic intentions. Sending

a sms instead makes the gap less wide and the slope

less steep for them to climb. Almost all teenagers I

spoke to, use sms for this purpose, and it is

perceived as a natural and easy way of doing things.

When I asked them what they would do should they

not know the phone number of their mark, they

replied it was fairly easy to get to know someone’s

phone number. “Besides, we can always ask,” they

said. And it is not just the boys taking the initiative;

girls express themselves in this way too. I got the

strong impression that the absence of face-to-face

communication and the impersonal nature of sms

makes them more daring and bold when it comes to

writing a message. I’ve seen messages sent by

young women to their targets, which left little to the
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imagination of the receiver. The graphical

capabilities of modern cell phones are not left

unused either. Many of these images were even of a

pornographical flavour, the included message being

of a similar nature. Sometimes the pickup lines were

of a slightly more subtle nature, like in the

following example: Voor Nederlands: 1; pour

français: 2; Für Deutsch: 3; Por Español: 4; Voor

seks met mij: 5

  The last line of this message gives the recipient

the option of choosing for sexual dealings with the

sender by replying with “5”. If not interested one

did not respond at all. This message was shown to

me by a young man, when he received this message

of a girl, who was clearly interested in him. When

he showed it to me, I suggested him to reply with

“3”, against conventional etiquette. He did, much to

my surprise, send the message which indicated he

would like to select German. A few minutes later

the reply of the confused female recipient arrived:

“????.” Still, regardless of the nonconformist reply

to her message, they got together a few weeks later,

at least for a while. The entire climate for coupling

has changed; five years ago slow dances were often

requested on parties, since these were used to make

contact with the other sex. It was a way to get close

to each other in a somewhat indirect way. It might

be a coincidence, but on all the parties I attended

only once a slow dance was played. This was not

even on request, but because the DJ desperately

needed a sanitary break. It also struck me only a few

people danced at all. Many seemed to use the

occasion to… check for messages on their cell

phone. When couples communicate by sms, they

often do so to chit chat. Messages, like “I’m nearly

home”, “thinking of you”, which merely short

communication pulses. Most of my informants

considered it to be a subtle form of checking on

loved-ones.

  SMS is not only being used to ease the process of

finding a lover, it is also used quite frequently to get

rid of one. Not only termination of relationships but

many other unpleasant messages are delivered by

sms instead of phone calls or face-to-face

communication. I was told by various teenagers,

breaking up with someone is often done by sms.

When angry with a person, some will even go as far

as spamming their adversary’s cell phone with hate

mail. When this is done by computer it may even

render a cell phone useless. This is what the Dutch

emergency number call centre does to those that

make prank calls. What we have here is an official

organisation, engaging in electronic warfare. When

a cell phone gets thousands of messages on a very

short time, this causes destruction and malfunction.

The ethical side of this practice can be frowned

upon. After all such an aggressive response can be

dangerous when used lightly. Of course, the

availability of emergency numbers is more

important than a few cell phones, and prank calls

were becoming a major problem. In fact, what this

really indicates is that with the increasing

importance of cell phones in our society, the

vulnerability of those depending on their phone is

likewise increasing. It is fairly easy to use the

internet to knock out someone’s cell phone

communication. All you really need is their phone

number.

  With the above in mind, it should become quite

clear that cell phones are being used in many

different ways, ranging from courting to sabotage.

Many kids also use their cell phone for a number of

different purposes. Quite a lot use it as an alarm

clock, since it is beside their bed when they go to

sleep anyway. Some use it to play games; some cell

phones have a few basic games integrated. With the

coming of WAP cell phones, the internet becomes

available in a limited way. However, this function is

rarely used by most teenagers. I suppose the cost of

WAP transmission has got something to do with it,

but the lack of social function probably makes it

less interesting as well. The latest in cell phone

technology even enables one to watch television on

the small display of the device. A merging of

palmtop PC and cell phones is a likely next step.

  As mentioned before, the language teenagers use

for their short messages is of a particular kind, not

at all that different from the sociolects used on

mIRC, MSN Messenger, Yahoo Messenger, ICQ or

comparable programs. This means a language based

on everyday informal speech patterns, but with a

greater use for abbreviations. In IRC it is important

to respond fast and witty to the messages of others

on the box, as to increase social prestige. The one

with the sharpest and most entertaining replies

usually gets most of the popularity. This is a way of

gaining social prestige from a safe and if so desired,

anonymous perspective. SMS has the same distance

and indirect message style, since all conversation is

conducted by means of a machine. The major

difference being that sms is not nearly as

anonymous as IRC, unless messages are being sent

with internet programs. The language used on IRC

is taken one step beyond what it was on computer

and even more abbreviations seem to be used in

sms. This may be because of the inherent limitations

of sms, limited message length, although some

phones divide the longer messages automatically

over several sms transmissions. Furthermore some

specific code signs have developed. Exactly how

widespread these are is very hard to verify at this

moment. An example of this is replying to a

message with ‘ZUG’ the abbreviation for “Zie U

Graag”, which is Flemish for “I Love You” (3).

What this three letter abbreviation really seems to

mean is “please, shut up”. Many other examples of
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such coding exist. Network operators use this

specific language in their commercial campaigns,

directly aimed at youngsters. An example of this is

the advertisement of Base, “Use your own

language”, while showing a wall with a painted

message on, in pseudo-colloquial speech. A typical

answer I got when I informed into the nature of the

language they used for sending messages was “...op

zen Vlaams,” which expresses a great preference for

local Flemish speech, put into a specific writing

style, also heavily influenced by English linguistical

elements. Amongst the messages I got to see, a few

good examples were present. Let us take a look at

the following phrase, taking note of spelling and

mixture of languages; “Merci verry much vo et

belle.” What is this sentence means is “thank you

very much for calling” or in standard Dutch: “Erg

bedankt dat je gebeld hebt”. However, in Flemish

dialectical grammar this becomes something like:

“Serieus bedankt vo et belle.”  If you mix this with

the frequent usage of the French “merci” in some

parts of Flanders, and the heavy influence of

English on our language, you end up with

something like the example above. This specific

language is used by teenagers across Flanders, and

even though speech differs greatly from region to

region, the sms language seems to be some sort of

standard dialect, with mild regional variations. The

sms based chat, on late night television, indicates

this quite clearly (4).

  The usage of abbreviations deserves some extra

attention, since it has become an important aspect of

sms language. Most often the abbreviations are a

combination of letters and signs or numbers. Most

often the meaning is cryptical. A few examples of

this type of abbreviations:

FF effe, eventjes for a while

W8 (Wacht Wait (w+eight)

CU Tot ziens See you

ZUG Zie U graag Love you

LOL (Luidop lachend Laughing out loud

LOLROFL Luidkeels achend

over de grond

rollend

Laughing out loud

rolling on the floor

4Y Voor U For you

(4u=four+U)

The examples given above are frequently found on

any hatbox on the internet as well. Indeed there has

been a strong influence from this direction on the

sms language, as seen nowadays. Emoticons and

their latest addition, konticons (5), are yet another

influence of the internet chat language. They are

diverse and many, but still I would like to give a

few examples:

;-) the wink

:-o surprise

:-D Happy

:-( Sad

;-( Crying

:-s Confused

8-) Wearing glasses

B-) Wearing sunglasses

B:-) Sunglasses on head

Examples of the more exotic konticons are: “(!)”

which refers to a tight bottom,

“(-13- )” indicating an unfortunate ass, and “(-X-)”,

by which one says “kiss my butt”

  Not all abbreviations and coding systems used in

sms are directly inspired by IRC chat language;

SMS has developed a very distinct way of typing

messages, combining the above systems with

straightforward vowel omitting abbreviations. The

following message is a good example of this: “ff 1

sms 4u ,mn bttr is bn lg”.  In Dutch this sentence

reads: “Even een sms voor je, mijn batterij is bijna

leeg” (6). The combination of systems is obvious,

only the emoticons are absent.

The network operates
  The major network operators are very aware of the

importance of teenagers for their business. They

spend significant amounts of money on major

advertising campaigns. Some of these clearly target

teenagers, like commercial campaigns which

encourage youngsters to send a lot of messages,

lowering the credit charged per message somewhat

if they send over fifty messages per month. In

another advertisement a special price for sms was

offered to all students, clearly aiming at teenagers.

The so-called: “Pay&Go student”, it allows

teenagers to send messages and make phone calls at

a lower price from four to eight p.m. The

advertisement uses the slogan “school out, GSM

on”, making it very recognizable for teenagers.

Another remarkable slogan we find in Mobistar’s

Flexo campaign, wherein they try to sell

subscriptions with the sales argument:

“Vriendenkring voor een vriendenprijs”, a group of

friends for a friendly price. This formula offers a

lower cost for calls and messages to a certain

number of people.

  Another large Mobistar advertisement uses several

of the social aspects of cell phones and messages.

This campaign targets several different consumer

types, but those that target teenagers are quite

obvious. The following example refers to the

application of sms when having to confront

someone directly with an unpleasant message, or an

expected unpleasant response:

  Oeps… te laat voor een afspraakje? Vertel het

hem zonder dat hij van zijn oren kan maken. Stuur
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een berichtje rechtstreeks naar zijn voicemail via

Direct Deposit. En u blijft zen.” (7)

  This actually tries to promote a service called

Direct Deposit, but the advertisement aims for an

identification of the target group with the existing

practice of dealing with uncomfortable

conversations by sms. The same campaign also

plays the linguistic particularity of messages,

primarily with juveniles, in the following examples:

  U kan berichtjes versturen in uw eigen

geheimtaal. Met Mobistar kan dat overal, ook

vanuit het buitenland en zelfs met een

voorafbetaalde kaart ;-) (8)

  Iemand uitnodigen, iets toevertrouwen, durven

verleiden. Soms is het makkelijker om iets te

schrijven, dan te zeggen. En met SMS mag u gerust

fauten schrijven. (9)

  The first example refers directly to the specific

slang used by teenagers when they communicate by

sms, as discussed before. The emoticon present

clearly winks at the abbreviations and conventions

as emerged from internet relay chat. The second

extract refers to the habit of writing in dialectical

style, thus violating conventional standard language

many times over. Note that the word “fauten” in the

slogan should be spelled “fouten”; both are

pronounced the same way. This slogan touches yet

another aspect of sms in the everyday lives of

teenagers, flirting and seducing. This is an

important concern in the lives of most teenagers, the

search for a partner. I have discussed the way sms is

used in this situation earlier.

  Network operators are very keenly aware of the

interests and needs of one of their most important

consumer groups, and actively play on these needs

and interests in their campaigns. But it is not only

the major operators that profit from the hype, the

various enterprises selling logo’s and ring tones also

rely on advertising to reach their customers.

Especially in family magazines and magazines for

teenagers do we find these typical advertisements.

They display lists with the different rings and

voicemail messages they offer, accompanied by an

overview of the logos and screensavers they have

for sale. Each product has a specific code, which

one can use to order, by mobile phone, or by

internet. The different companies all use a similar

format for their ads. I’ve counted as many as seven

different companies advertising in one family

magazine. (10)

  The cell phone producers also aim directly for a

younger public by offering cell phones in different

flashy colours, with onboard games, chat function,

adjustable ring tones and whatever they can come

up with to distinguish their phones from others.

Nokia is especially successful in meeting the

demands of the young crowd. Most children I talked

to showed a strong preference for this brand over

others.

Extension of the social person
  An important anthropological notion states that the

human being is defined by and in its relations with

others. Or as Carrither (1992: 57) puts it: “from

infancy humans are directed to other human beings

as the significant feature of their environment”.

  Human character as we perceive it, is not inborn. It

needs to be acquired in communication with other

human beings. Phenomena like table manners, the

fact we wear fancy clothes and the use of language,

all come to pass by virtue of interaction between

humans. The real human anthropology is concerned

with, is defined and shaped by social and cultural

processes. Understanding a certain people thus

requires insight in the processes that shape the

human beings in it. Of course humans are biological

organisms with innate natural needs, like the need

for food and shelter, but the way these needs are

taken care of differs greatly across the globe, since

the way humans meet these needs are essentially

social constructs. From this perspective the human

character is neither exclusively natural nor

individual.

  We can apply this to the Flemish teenagers and

their cell phone behaviour, to analyse the social

construct emerging from the frivolous use of cell

phones. The influences on teenagers and younger

kids to purchase a cell phone are manifold. The

network operators use every possible occasion to

sway their most important consumer group to their

side, encouraging them to use their phone as often

as possible. Younger kids take their peers and more

importantly, older kids, as an example of behaviour

to mimic. This has always been the case, and is

presumably part of a natural learning process which

can even be found with various types of wild

animals. This leads to situations where nine year old

kids insist they need a cell phone, but are unable to

answer when being asked why they so desperately

need it. Most commonly they answer that kids in

their class already have a cell phone. Whoever has

had any experience with children will instantly

recognize the scenario. Kids and teenagers often

refer to their peers to validate their own demands

and needs. Exclamations like, “But all my friends

are going to that party!!!” are not at all that

different from complaints like, “But everybody else

has got a cell phone in my class”. The ownership of

a cell phone is associated with maturity and

coolness by teenagers and children. More than a

way of communicating, it has become a way of

expressing one’s desire to participate in social

interaction with others; simply by owning a mobile

phone this is implicitly expressed.

  The most important component of social life is

action, or interaction. Without this, social life would
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be impossible. Action is opposed to behaviour in

that it indicates the fact that the actor has the ability

to reflect on his actions. Karl Marx compared a

human building a house with a working bee

building the hive to exemplify the distinction. The

human has a conscious conception of the house he

is going to build, while the bee acts on instinct. The

notion of agency thus implies an awareness of the

fact one acts, even if the consequences are not yet

clear. This means it is always possible to suddenly

do something differently. This indeterminacy makes

predicting human behaviour very difficult. It is in a

way what happened when quite unexpectedly

teenagers started using cell phones in a way not

foreseen by the industry. Agency, or action, can be

replaced by interaction in most circumstances.

Thomas Hylland Eriksen points out that

conceptualising whatever people are up to as

interaction calls attention to the reciprocal character

of agency, and most acts are not only directed

towards other agents, but shaped by the relationship

(Eriksen 1995) This brings us to the building blocks

of social structure, the interpersonal relation. The

smallest entity one can study in social anthropology

is not the individual but the relationship between

two.

  This is exactly what we see when we examine the

essence of sms. It is an ancient type of interaction,

but with high technological means. Of course there

are some important aspects of sms which are not

common in normal informal social talk. SMS

requires the services and financial compensation of

a third party, namely the network operators. The

fact that sms is a way of communicating that

consumes resources, enhances the reciprocal aspect

of the medium. When engaged in interaction with

someone by means of sms, the recipient is expected

to return one sooner or later. In a way each message

becomes a minor gift to the recipient, since the

sender showed the goodwill to expend resources on

a trivial message. This feeling of reciprocity

appeared to be a strong motivation for juveniles to

have entire non-sensible conversations by sms.

Newer mobile phones encourage this by integrating

a chat-function, much like MSN or ICQ on personal

computers with an internet connection. This

encourages sending massive amounts of messages,

since every line you send when chatting is charged

as an individual sms. Technological improvements

of the mobile phones thus encourage the flow of

messages. All in all this never-ending digital

potlatch serves to gain prestige by showing one’s

wealth and willingness to share it with others. In

some social groups children without a cell phone

were looked upon as poor and frowned upon as

financially disadvantaged. This is not a general

trend, but it returned in several of the informal

interviews I conducted. As I mentioned in my

earlier observations, children with a high

susceptibility to mockery try to compensate by

distributing a vast amount of messages, and not

entirely without success.

  Another way of expressing one’s material wealth,

and conformism to the social norm as dictated by

the peer group, are the services where one can order

ring tones and logos for cell phones. These services

actually sell low-quality products at a high price,

but still they reap huge profits. Teenagers are very

keen to get cool logos and ring sounds that

immediately distinguish them from the grey crowd.

These logos are not directly used for targeted

interaction with others, but for profiling and image

building. The exception being the graphical logos,

since images can be sent to other mobile phones

with graphical capabilities.

Conclusion
  When I started my research I had many questions

about the way cell phones were integrated in the

everyday lives of contemporary teenagers. At times

getting an insight in their perception of the world

almost seemed impossible. Luckily there were other

moments, when a tip of the veil was lifted. I found

many of my answers with those desperately trying

to fit in: the chubby boy sitting alone in the darkest

corner of the party, looking at others with a shy

glance, not drunk or otherwise intoxicated, but

engaged in conversation by sms. I’ve met other

teenagers in a comparable situation. Many other

indications made me realize the important role cell

phones can play in the social life of Flemish

juveniles. Not only does it help them to be accepted

and maintain contact with friends, it also facilitates

the other major issue on a teenager’s mind: the

other sex, and how to approach them with less risk

of losing face in public. Still, it seems reasonable to

keep a critical mind, especially when younger

children are involved. Network operators aim their

campaigns at young people, encouraging the early

start in wireless communication. We should keep in

mind the ultimate goal of the network operators. It

is not “bringing people together” (11) or

encouraging people to “expect more of life” (12); in

the end all that really matters is profit. Children like

gimmicks, and this is exactly the way many of the

phones possessed by young teenagers are used in.

Something to have, wave around, show others and

ornament with fancy sounds and images. The

success of the logo-ring tune services is in part due

to the intense competition amongst teenagers to

have a more original mobile phone. To distinguish

oneself and in a way to determine social hierarchy,

or as they would probably call it, coolness…

  Due to the nature of sms and to show experience

with the medium, teenagers use a particular

language in their short messages. Abbreviations,

emoticons, cryptic coding, vowel omission and a
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mix of different languages into some sort of sms-

Esperanto, everything goes. This does not

encourage concern for good mastery of the mother

tongue, and letters are being written less and less.

Yet most teachers I spoke to did not consider the

writing skills of teenagers to have deteriorated

much, due to sms. In some areas, however, teachers

did experience an increase of language deterioration

and sms-slang contamination. These differences in

impact are regional, but I anticipate the

generalisation of this problem in the coming years.

After all, we should keep in mind that the hype is

only a few years old, writing skills might get even

worse with the coming generation of young

children, growing up with sms and internet relay

chat as examples of written communication.

  Flemish teenagers use their phones a lot, but they

are not alone. SMS appears to be very popular with

teenagers across Europe, and the hype is slowly

starting to get a foothold in the United States as

well. Cell phones in general and sms in particular

have become an important part in the everyday

social relations of the digital generation. The

improvements made to phones, making sms easier

to use and more versatile will in all probability

aggravate this evolution.

Notes
1.  Experiments with GSM-blockers by the

Kinepolis group show us that the pressure to to use

a cell phone in a certain area is high enough to

actively enforce it by employing wave-jammers to

disrupt transmissions.

2.  Emoticons are symbols which indicate the mood

of the sender, examples are the smiling face :-), the

wink ;-) and the surprised look :-o. They are used

not only on IRC, but also on MSN, Yahoo

Messenger, ICQ and similar services.

3. This was one of the items treated by Republica in

may 2002.Republica is a radio program on Studio

Brussels.

4. I am referring to the late night broadcast on VT4,

after the normal broadcasting hours. SMS sent to a

certain number appear on television just as

messages appear on your computer when you use

IRC. The content of most messages is of the ‘boy-

looking-for-girl’ flavour.

5. Konticons express the nature of buttocks much in

the same way emoticons express emotions.

6. In English: a quick sms for you, my battery is

nearly flat.

7. In English: “oops…too late for a date? Tell him

without him being able to nag at you. Send a

message directly to his voicemail via Direct

Deposit. And you’ll stay Zen.”

8. Translation: “You can send messages in your

own code-language. With Mobistar it can be done

everywhere, even abroad and even with a pre-paid

card ;-)”

9. “Inviting somebody, telling someone something,

daring to seduce. Sometimes it’s easier to write than

to speak. And with sms it’s alright to write

mistakes.”

10. This particular magazine was Dag Allemaal,

one of the most important family magazines of

Flanders.

11. Proximus slogan

12. Mobistar slogan
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